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Congratulations to Kai Wang on being named FISH of the Month! Kai is currently in his third 
season with The FISH, and through hard work has progressed from Age Group all the way up to 
Fantastic/Terrific.  Kai’s strong desire to improve, his attention to detail, and his willingness to 
accept a challenge – along with his impressive performances in meets this season – has earned 
him his first FISH of the Month award. 
 
Kai is always asking his coaches for new ways to improve his stroke technique or his racing 
strategy, taking correction and feedback to heart and doing his best to implement changes as 
quickly as possible. That attention to detail has helped him improve at an impressive rate. 
 
Kai is always up for a challenge; whether that is trying to meet his coaches’ goals during a 
practice session, chasing a cut for a meet, or trying to race faster swimmers. By far one of Kai’s 
best traits is his resiliency. If he doesn’t quite achieve his goal the first time, he doesn’t give up 
or get discouraged. He tries even harder the next time! 
 
Kai’s favorite memory of his time with The FISH so far was qualifying and attending the 
Showcase Classic last season.  He loved how fun and exciting the meet was, the electric 
atmosphere, witnessing all the fast swimming, and hanging out in Florida with his teammates.  
 
Being a part of The FISH is very important to Kai – he loves being a part of the team, working 
hard with his friends, and growing and improving with his teammates.  
 
Kai is currently working hard to qualify for this year’s Showcase Classic in St. Petersburg, 
Florida.  If you see Kai on deck, wish him good luck with his endeavors and tell him to keep up 
the hard work! 
 


